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      GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM 1 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News For some American Jewish athletes, Team Israel is a ticket to the Olympics By Rebecca Salzhauer For some Jewish American athletes, competing for Israel made “I always thought baseball was my ticket to do really cool, their Olympic dreams possible. wonderful things in my life, but I never expected it to give me citizenship to another country,” Wolf said. “It’s given me this But in addition to the opportunity to be an Olympian, many of opportunity to start to understand another side of Jewish these American competitors report a particular and powerful culture that I had never thought I would experience.” pride in representing the nation. Their journey to the Olympics, they say, has connected them more closely to their heritage. Wolf and Glasser’s experiences are shared by a number of Jewish athletes. “We’re seeing more predominantly that people “Your good, average ball player with a good on-base thought they would come to Israel and think ‘Oh no, that’s the percentage doesn’t make Team USA,” baseball player Jeremy end of me playing baseball. That’s the end of me playing Wolf said, “and that’s most of the folks on Team Israel.” football.’ But really, it can be the beginning,” said David Wiseman, who runs the Israeli sports news social media page Israel’s baseball team, one of six baseball delegations in the Follow Team Israel with Shari Wright-Pilo. “In many instances Tokyo 2020 Olympics, is made up almost entirely of Jewish they can represent Israel when they may not have been able to American minor league players. represent wherever they came from.” “We’re a bunch of really good ball players that at one point or “Look across every country. What happened with Israel and another have been overlooked,” Wolf said. One player, Jon baseball was really the tip of the iceberg,” said Wiseman. In Moscot, was sidelined by elbow injuries. Another, Blake Gailen, addition to American athletes, Israel has a history of Russian who Wolf called a “once or twice in a lifetime talent,” was Jews representing it in winter sports and gymnastics, and passed over for higher-level opportunities in America because Ethiopian Jews in track and field events. he is shorter than the average outfielder. Israel is one of many countries that give non-native athletes In 2018, Wolf — who runs a nonprofit that supports minor league citizenship to compete in the Olympics, Wiseman said, so he players — called the baseball team’s general manager, Peter called criticism of non-native Israelis playing for the nation Kurtz, to offer his help building baseball programs in Israel. unfair. “No one seems to have any issue with people from Aruba Kurtz immediately offered him a spot on the Olympic team. playing for the Dutch. But how is that any different?” he said. Mitch Glasser thought he was reaching the end of his playing American athletes playing for Team Israel say they belong on career when Kurtz asked him to join the team the same year. the team, and cite the religious and cultural significance Israel Glasser agreed and began playing for Team Israel in the holds for Jews around the world. tournament to qualify for the Olympics. The likelihood of Israel qualifying seemed low, but he wanted to try. “What a fun way to Connecting with Israel finish my career playing baseball,” he said. One of the first American Jewish athletes to play professionally Becoming Israeli for Israel, Tal Brody, a former basketball player who grew up in Trenton, N.J., was drafted to the NBA in 1965 but chose to play In order to play for Israel, athletes must be Israeli citizens, but for Israel after competing in the Maccabi Games. Brody moved Israel’s Law of Return offers Jewish athletes an expedited path to Israel and has lived there ever since. toward dual citizenship. “It’s more than just being an athlete in any other place,” Brody When Glasser became an Israeli citizen in 2019, he visited the said. “You carry that weight on you, that you’re talking about a country with his wife and other members of the team, he said. country that many people don’t understand.” Wolf flew to Israel and received his Israeli passport before Competing in Israel also changes an athlete’s perspective on competing in the first qualifying game. After the third the competition, he said. “When you’re playing with the United tournament in Italy, as other players were returning to America, States’ team, you’re playing as a favorite. You feel that you’re Wolf decided to stay in Israel, where he lived for six months the best in the world.” Brody said. When playing for Israel, “you before the pandemic. feel the meaning of being an underdog.” For some American Jewish athletes, Team Israel is a ticket to the Olympics 2 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Like Brody, swimmer Andi Murez first visited Israel while making my family proud, making my country proud, and making competing for Team USA in the 2009 Maccabi Games with her my heritage proud. It’s an incredible sort of feeling.” older brother, who is also a swimmer. Her first time in Israel, “I think it’s really difficult not to think about the emotional Murez traveled around the country and learned about historical significance of the athletes,” Wiseman said. “Israel is older than sites with the American team before the games, she said. the ancient Olympic games, yet younger than the modern When she returned to Israel for the 2013 Maccabiah, she Olympic games. These people are representing a country that decided to make aliyah after talking to other swimmers who defied statistics to exist.” competed for the country, she said. Murez finished her final Wolf, the baseball player, echoed those sentiments. year of university at Stanford and moved in 2014. “When I put on a jersey, I feel very proud that Judaism is more Now in medical school, Murez will swim for Israel in this than just Israel,” Wolf said. “It’s more than just the Jewish summer’s Olympic games, her second after representing Israel community around the world. It’s a sense of community identity in 2016. “It’s hard to explain the feeling. It’s such an honor to that Jewish athletes haven’t received on a mass scale.” represent the country,” she said. When the national anthem plays before Glasser’s games in the For Danielle Goldstein Waldman, an equestrian, representing United States, he takes time to gather his thoughts. “It’s Israel as an athlete was a lifelong aspiration. From a young age, something different when I hear hatikvah play. It gives me Waldman’s family discussed the possibility of her playing high- goosebumps every single time,” he said. level sports for Israel rather than the United States, if she had the opportunity to represent either country, she said. He continued: “My grandma escaped Nazi Germany and eventually made it to the U.S. I’m the one that got Israeli Waldman’s family instilled in her an appreciation of competitive citizenship. I can wear it across my chest for my grandparents sports, in addition to a strong relationship to Israel. Originally who were scared to express their Jewishness. There’s from New York City, Waldman’s father, a squash player, was a something special about that to me.” professional athlete, and her uncle had competed in the Maccabiah Games in Israel. – Rebecca Salzhauer is a news intern at the Forward. Contact her at When she first visited Israel for her bat mitzvah, her connection salzhauer@forward.com. to the country and her desire to represent it athletically grew stronger, she said. “It had a cultural significance for me to do it, rather than just representing a place where I was born,” Waldman said. “It was like ‘Alright. If I’m going to do this for sport, I’m going to do it for Israel.” Create a Future for After training and competing throughout college, Waldman made aliyah in 2010. She delayed becoming a citizen until she Courageous Jewish Journalism was 24 to be exempt from army service requirements. “It’s not The Forward is the most significant Jewish voice in American journalism. Our outstanding reporting that I didn’t want to do the army,” but equestrian training had to on cultural, social, and political issues inspires readers of happen outside the country, she said. all ages and animates conversation across generations. Your support enables our critical work and contributes to a In 2013, Waldman moved to Putten, the Netherlands, where she vibrant, connected global Jewish community. primarily lives and trains. She continues to spend a month or two training in Israel in a given year, as well as roughly the The Forward is a nonprofit association and is supported by same amount of time visiting family in the United States. the contributions of its readers. Based on her world ranking at the time, Waldman was chosen to compete for Israel in the qualifying round in May of 2019. Her To donate online visit performance, along with that of the three other equestrians on Forward.com/donate the qualifying team, will allow Israel to send its first equestrian delegation to the Olympics. To donate by phone, call “As an individual athlete, you work towards a goal, and to be able to accomplish that goal is so satisfying,” Waldman said. Call 212-453-9454 “To be able to do it for Israel brings in a whole other element of For some American Jewish athletes, Team Israel is a ticket to the Olympics 3 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Food A Brooklyn Hasid and Ohio Christian farmer create kosher recipes to feed the needy By Rachel Ringler Alexander Rapaport is a Brooklyn Chasid with a black beard and payes who dresses in the traditional black coat, white shirt and prayer shawl. Lee Jones is an Ohio born-and-bred Christian farmer known by his uniform of blue overalls and red bowtie. Since their first meeting seven years ago at a conference for culinary leaders organized by Jones, the two have become one of the food world’s most fascinating odd couples — drawn to each other by a shared vision of how food can promote human dignity. Their latest joint venture launches this month when Rapaport, the founder of Masbia Soup Kitchen, will publish “Adamah Treasures: A Kosher Adaptation of Recipes from ‘The Chef’s Garden’ Cookbook.” The magazine-styled compendium plucks the non-kosher recipes from Farmer Jones’ recently published, “The Chef’s Garden” and re-imagines them for the kosher cook. The kosher supplement will be gifted to donors to Masbia. Meet the Jewish trio who just raised $1.35 million for Surfside Jones and Rapaport are visionaries in their respective fields. Jones runs a 350-acre family farm in Ohio on the shores of Lake Erie, where he grows the kind of rare microgreens, herbs, edible flowers and heirloom vegetables that you will find in Michelin- starred restaurants. He has an on-site agricultural lab where researchers test soil quality, health and nutrient content. And at the farm’s Culinary Vegetable Institute, chefs come together and exchange ideas in vegetable growing and cooking Courtesy of Adamah Treasures techniques. His work is special enough that he was honored with a James Beard Award, given in recognition of his sustainable agricultural approach to farming. began sending packages of his farm’s produce to the soup kitchen. At Masbia Kitchen in New York, Alexander Rapaport and his staff prepare kosher meals to feed any New Yorker in need. “It seemed,” said Jones, “like a sock and a shoe working Guests at the soup kitchen are seated at cloth-covered tables, together. We wanted to be part of what they are doing.” He given a menu from which to choose their meal, and then served even convinced FedEx, the farm’s primary shipper, to contribute by volunteer waiters. Rapaport describes Masbia as a their services to this cause and move the produce from his farm “restaurant without a cash register.” Those who come to in Ohio to the Masbia locations in Brooklyn and Queens. Masbia’s food pantry can make an appointment to pick up This year, Rapaport contacted Jones about creating a kosher groceries for their family to reduce the need to wait in line. supplement to Jones’ newly published cookbook to use as a “At Masbia,” said Jordana Hirschel, chief operating officer of fundraising vehicle for the soup kitchen.The need was great. Masbia and a trained chef, “maintaining the dignity of all who Since the start of the pandemic, the Masbia Soup Kitchen come is first and foremost.” Network experienced a 500% increase in demand for its services. When Jones learned about Masbia Kitchen and heard Rapaport speak, he was moved by what he describes as “the purity of Jones and his staff were all in. Rapaport, Hirschel and Ruben Rapaport’s work.” Following the conference in 2014, Jones Diaz, the chef at Masbia, visited the farm and met with Farmer A Brooklyn Hasid and Ohio Christian farmer create kosher recipes to feed the needy 4 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Jones, his brother, Bob, who runs the food lab and Chef Jamie News Simpson, the Culinary Institute’s head chef. They toured the farm and got to work reviewing the recipes and working on the ‘There is no Kohen:’ A minyan kosher alternatives. in the shadow of disaster It wasn’t always intuitive. The first recipe in the book was for a Cornish hen lacquered in an onion caramel glaze, rich with mourns its losses butter and heavy cream. How can that combination of meat By Louis Keene with dairy be transformed into a kosher dish? About 30 people packed into the living room and dining room It wasn’t always intuitive. The first recipe in the book was for a of the white stucco house Saturday as a Torah scroll was laid Cornish hen lacquered in an onion caramel glaze, rich with on the bimah and the gabbai prepared to summon a kohein for butter and heavy cream. How can that combination of meat the first aliyah. But there were no kohanim among them, with dairy be transformed into a kosher dish? because this congregation’s was in the rubble. The star of this recipe, explained Chef Simpson, is the glaze, “Ein kaan kohein,” the gabbai said. There is no Kohen present. not the poultry. So Chef Hirschel substituted butternut squash for chicken and kept the caramel glaze as written. It was a grim reminder of the hole left in Surfside Minyan, a Shabbat-only prayer group that meets in a rental home near The cookbook’s recipe for XO sauce posed an even bigger the 12-story Champlain Towers South, which collapsed on June challenge. It’s an umami-rich condiment traditionally made 24, burying nearly 150 people in a mountain of debris. with dried shrimp and scallop and Jinhua ham — the least kosher combination of foods possible. Chefs Hirschel and Surfside sits on a barrier island that is home to several Simpson worked together and came up with a recipe that synagogues and a handful of independent minyanim, and respected that rich flavor by substituting anchovies, smoked many of the thousands of Orthodox Jews who live here anchovies and garlic for the forbidden ingredients. frequent more than one — especially during the summer, when a long walk can mean arriving drenched in perspiration or rain. The chef’s garden cookbook is a cross between an No Saturday-morning prayer service was a shorter walk from encyclopedia of vegetables and a resource of sophisticated the Champlain towers — about one block down and one block recipes that build on the produce’s natural flavors. The recipes over — than Surfside Minyan. will push your cooking boundaries and, as Shifra Klein, editor- in-chief of Fleishigs Magazine and the graphic designer and Six of Surfside Minyan’s 20 families were in the tower when it food stylist for the supplement explained, “encourage you to collapsed. Three families escaped harm. From the other challenge yourself.” families, four people are missing. The kosher magazine supplement is a reflection of the two Across from the house Saturday were several police cars and unlikely partners. Like Jones and Rapaport, the kosher takes on a semi-trailer from the South Florida Search and Rescue the 22 non-kosher recipes in Farmer Jones’ cookbook are agency. The weekly bulletin, posted on the front door, said the creative — and thoughtful. And the men’s hope is that by congregation was praying for “a clear and open miracle”: the joining their forces, they will raise more money to feed more rescue of Tzvi and Itty Ainsworth, Henry (Chaim) Rosenberg, people with dignity. and Brad Cohen. “Masbia,” said Jones, “is for anyone who needs a meal or a lift To Rabbi Aryeh Citron, who leads the minyan, they were what up. What’s the difference between someone who needs a lift brought it to life: Ainsworth held down a spot in the kitchen, up or a meal and myself?” his siddur always in the same place atop a cabinet. Cohen – always came bearing a d’var Torah. And Rosenberg, though By Rachel Ringler less of a regular, was the minyan’s sharpest dresser. “If anybody doesn’t remember who he is because they don’t remember his name,” Citron said, “just describe him as wearing a perfectly pressed white shirt, because he always SUPPORT INDEPENDENT, wore that.” JEWISH JOURNALISM. The absence of two or three congregants might not be felt VISIT FORW ARD. C OM / DONAT E numerically for a few weeks. Turnout has been strong in the two Shabbats since the collapse. Another occasional shulgoer A Brooklyn Hasid and Ohio Christian farmer create kosher recipes to feed the needy 5 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM who lived in the building but survived the collapse, Barry Cohen Reb Tzvi had brought them back. (no relation to Brad Cohen), can receive the first aliyah and In his sermon, Citron expounded on the righteousness of his perform the priestly blessing on holidays. missing congregants. Like Pinchas, the hero of the week’s Torah But the emotional void already feels immense at a shul too portion, Ainsworth and Cohen embodied the daily grind of small for regulars not to know each other. devout Judaism — they dwelled among the people, and lived to serve their peers with holiness and commitment. They were “Walking in, knowing that you were missing two people that always on time for services, Citron said with a smile, which were regulars, is shocking,” said Moises Wertheimer, a travel made it possible for him to arrive late every once in a while. agent who has attended the minyan ever since he moved into Champlain Towers North with his family nine years ago. “It’s It was the same kind of devotion, he said, that earned Pinchas sad, shocking, weird, disturbing.” the priesthood, that meant he and his descendants would be kohanim — an office suddenly vacant at the Surfside Minyan, a Wertheimer did not know Brad Cohen well, despite also presence that would take a clear and open miracle to restore. swimming laps a lane over from him at the Surfside community pool. But the Shabbat before the collapse, the two wound up Note: The bodies of Tzvi and Itty Ainsworth were recovered on walking back from minyan together. They ended up standing Monday, July 5. outside the building talking for about 30 minutes, about – triathlon training and their families, before going their separate Louis Keene is a staff reporter at the Forward. He can be reached at ways. It was their only conversation. keene@forward.como or on Twitter @thislouis “That’s another part of the shock,” Wertheimer said. “Even though I wasn’t so close with him. But every time we daven together, he was the Kohen.” When Wertheimer’s wife woke him up with the news just before 2 a.m. on June 24, he threw on his Hatzalah emergency-services uniform and went straight to the disaster site to help. He didn’t Create a Future for return home until reinforcements arrived six hours later. Courageous Jewish As the Torah reading concluded on this past Shabbat, Journalism Wertheimer rose to the bimah to recite Birkat HaGomel, the blessing said upon surviving peril. Then Citron said a prayer for The Forward is the most significant Jewish the rescue of the missing members. voice in American journalism. Our outstanding Even as his usual spot in the kitchen remained unoccupied, Tzvi reporting on cultural, social, and political Ainsworth — ”Reb Tzvi,” as Citron referred to him — was present issues inspires readers of all ages and in the service: Citron was reading from his Torah scroll. And a animates conversation across generations. discovery at the first Shabbat after the collapse invested it with Your support enables our critical work and new meaning. contributes to a vibrant, connected global Jewish community. According to Citron, Ainsworth had ordered silver adornments, rimonim for the scroll, only to discover they didn’t fit. The Forward is a nonprofit association and is supported by the contributions of its readers. “He messaged me Tuesday — ‘I have the crowns. They don’t fit on the sefer. Should I leave them on or bring them home?’” Citron recalled. The rabbi replied five minutes later: Leave them To donate online visit at the shul. Forward.com/donate But he had already left with the ornaments. ‘I’ll bring them before Shabbos,’” he told Citron. To donate by phone, call When the building collapsed, Citron assumed the crowns were lost. But when the ark was opened before services started on Call 212-453-9454 Saturday morning, the rimonim were there, shining atop the scrolls. ‘There is no Kohen:’ A minyan in the shadow of disaster mourns its losses 6 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News With vaccines scarce at home, Central and Latin America Jews journey to the US By Nili Blanck Samuel Hayon, a Venezuelan living in Miami, was shocked when he went to Miami’s Jackson Memorial Hospital to try and get the COVID-19 shot in February. “I just ran into the entire Hebraica Israeli!” he said, referring to Caracas’s Jewish community. Hayon had noticed a trend that would only grow in the coming weeks and months. With Central and Latin American countries unable to meet demand for coronavirus vaccines for their citizens — stymied by local bureaucracies or larger political hurdles — Jews have taken matters into their own hands, traveling to the U.S. to get a shot difficult to acquire at home. Many non-Jewish Latin Americans have done the same, relying on U.S. relatives and friends and their deeds to U.S. properties to smooth the way — and sometimes drawing the ire of Americans and people in their home countries. Mexican TV host Juan José Origel, who is not Jewish, was widely slammed online By Hector Vivas / GETTY in January after he tweeted his gratitude after receiving a vaccine in Florida, well before most Americans had the But that welcome is not offered universally in the U.S. And for opportunity to be vaccinated. residents to the south, many still grapple with the knowledge But even though vaccine supply now outstrips demand in the that many in their home countries will resent that they have the U.S., several Jewish vaccine tourists from Central and Latin means to travel for a potentially lifesaving shot. America told the Forward that they have still decided to keep their own vaccine journeys quiet, fearing that they would be Getting vaxxed, and keeping it secret shamed for “jumping the line” in their home countries, where Latin and Central American Jews have traveled to American vaccines are still scarce. cities including Los Angeles, San Antonio and Tampa for a few Though some Jewish vaccine tourists who have been able to get nights, returned home, and then made their way back to the a vaccine in the U.S. are dual citizens, for others, getting the U.S. three to four weeks later for the second dose of the shot meant bending local residency rules. Jewish vaccine vaccine. They share tips, sometimes through WhatsApp groups, tourists have reported falsifying leases, or adding their names on signing up for appointments and about which vaccines are to a friend’s utility bills to comply with proof of residency offered where. requirements to sign up for the shot. Many have said, though, “The very first people I heard of getting the vaccine in the U.S. that once at the vaccination site, they were not asked for proof were from Mexico,” said Ceci Kerbel, 61, a dual citizen who of residency. traveled from her home in San Jose, Costa Rica, to Miami to get n the U.S., many locales, now flush with vaccines, have dropped the vaccine last month. Property she and her husband own in residency requirements. And some cities are even encouraging the U.S. allowed her to supply a required address when she vaccine tourism from foreign nationals to boost their signed up for the shot. “There were lots of signs that said that if economies. New York Mayor Bill de Blasio, for example, in late you didn’t have proof of an appointment then you shouldn’t May proposed a program to offer the shot to tourists at popular even stand in line,” she said. sites such as Time Square and the Brooklyn Bridge. “We’re Some vaccine tourists are hesitant to talk about how they were going to take care of you. We’re going to make sure you get able to get their shots, for fear they would be judged for vaccinated while you’re here with us,” he said at a press accessing it before others have the chance. A 33-year-old conference. Jewish man from Bogota, who traveled to Orlando in April, With vaccines scarce at home, Central and Latin America Jews journey to the US 7 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM agreed to talk about his experience on condition of anonymity. Miriam Weiser, a 52-year-old educator in Mexico City, says it was at the insistence of her friends that prompted her to figure “I didn’t share that I got vaccinated with my office,” he said of out a way to get the vaccine. “Your health comes first! Take his trip to Orlando in April, before all Americans were able to get your health seriously!” she said they told her. the vaccine. The coronavirus has hit the country hard, and supplies are still limited, contributing to social unrest and mass In February, before the Mexican government initiated its own protests. vaccination program, Weiser was doubtful as to whether the government would be able to provide citizens with the vaccine He also feels uncomfortable sharing that he got the Pfizer before the end of the year. But some of her friends and relatives vaccine while the elderly in Colombia have been getting the in Mexico had already been vaccinated — in Dallas, San Diego Sinovac vaccine, which has proved less effective than the Pfizer and Las Vegas. and Moderna vaccines used in the U.S. At first, Weiser planned to fly to San Antonio, rent a car, and Almost all of his Jewish friends have made the same trip with make the five-hour drive to Pecos, Texas, the only place she the same purpose, said the Columbian, who got a tip to try to was able to get an appointment with her family from abroad. In get vaccinated in Orlando from a friend in Panama and made his March, her daughter found appointments in Miami, so they vaccine trip with his wife into a mini-vacation as well, visiting jumped on the next flight. friends who helped provide him with an American address. She got vaccinated, and was able to spend Passover with her Ezra Jinich, an 18-year-old high school senior who also lives in mother, who lives in Miami. Bogota and is a dual American citizen, has decided not to tell his friends that he got vaccinated in the U.S. “People don’t want “It worked out perfectly,” she said. to be open about whether they’ve gotten vaccinated because – they’re scared of rumors” spreading about how they took Author Nili Blanck advantage of the system, he said. Jinich and his twin sister were able to get the vaccine in New Jersey while visiting colleges in early February. Other vaccine tourists shared their pangs of conscience over their decision to travel for a shot. Create a Future for “I felt a type of shame and guilt of being rich and white, of being able to skip ahead in my country’s vaccination process,” said Courageous Jewish Denise Abush, a 34-year old in Mexico City, who got her vaccine Journalism in St. Petersburg, Fla., where her family has long had a summer home. “I felt like this was an example of neocolonial inequalities The Forward is the most significant Jewish and I was hesitant to engage in that,” she said. voice in American journalism. Our outstanding reporting on cultural, social, and political issues Yet, as the days passed and Abush felt increasingly certain that the Mexican government would not be able to vaccinate her Louis Keene is a staff reporter at inspires readers of all ages and animates conversation across generations. Your support age group until the winter, she started to feel less guilty. the Forward. He can be reached enables our critical work and contributes to a “I arrived at the conclusion that it’s neither good nor bad,” she at keene@forward.com or on vibrant, connected global Jewish community. said of her opportunity to obtain the vaccine in the U.S. She The Forward is aTwitter nonprofit association and is now says the decision to travel abroad to get vaccinated should supported by the contributions of its readers. be “a totally private, personal issue,” and that it is pragmatic to take advantage of the surplus of American vaccines. To donate online visit “It’s part of a more complicated framework,” she said. “Everybody in my position would probably do it if they could.” Forward.com/donate A guilt-free trip To donate by phone, call Others in the Jewish and Latin American communities have Call 212-453-9454 decided to be vocal on how they got their vaccines in the U.S., and to encourage family and friends to do the same. With vaccines scarce at home, Central and Latin America Jews journey to the US 8 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News Max Solomon Lewis, 20, killed by stray bullet in Chicago By Debra Nussbaum Cohen Max Solomon Lewis, a 20-year-old University of Chicago student, was commuting home from his summer internship last Thursday evening when a stray bullet pierced the window of his train car and hit him in the back of the neck. Lewis, a rising third year student, was rushed to the University of Chicago Medical Center and had emergency surgery. Once brought out of sedation, he was paralyzed from the neck down but cognitively aware. Saturday night, doctors asked Lewis to make a choice: remain on a ventilator for the rest of his life or remove life support. He blinked his choice to his parents and doctors: remove the ventilator. Lewis died Sunday morning. “On the morning of July 4, Max Lewis went off life support and entered the kingdom of Abraham, Moses, and King Solomon,” reads a statement on a memorial Go FundMe account set up by his fraternity brothers. At press time more than $65,000 had Courtesy of The Rivkin Family been donated, far over its original $20,000 goal. About 80 of Lewis’ friends from University of Chicago will travel of surgery, though paralyzed and on a ventilator, and in stable to Denver to attend his funeral, which is scheduled to take place condition. Thursday, graveside, at Fairmount Cemetery, said his aunt Melissa Rivkin. Rivkin spoke to the Forward after she arrived Rivkin is a doctor of internal medicine in Denver. from Chicago where she, with the rest of his family, held vigil by “Max refused all sedation and pain killers from the second he her nephew’s bedside. woke up and was told what had happened to him,” Smith- Lewis was president of the University of Chicago chapter of Salzberg said. “His parents wanted him to see us, but his Alpha Epsilon Pi, the Jewish fraternity. His closest friends condition worsened Friday night.” described him as driven, athletic, ambitious, funny and always The young men met two weeks into their freshman year, when concerned about people’s well-being. both got involved with AEPi, and they lived together for a month Caleb Smith-Salzberg was one of the several young men who recently, as well as last summer. Both were double-majoring in call Lewis their best friend. He and a few others rushed to the computer science and business economics. hospital Thursday night as soon as they heard what had Lewis was “super driven,” said Smith-Salzberg. “Whenever he happened. set his mind on something, he did it. You could see it in the way “We have a really tight knit group. Seven or eight of us all he carried himself, and in his eyes, he was so focused.” consider each other our best friends. Everybody loved Max,” said Smith-Salzberg, 20, in an interview from Chicago, where he Just 10 days ago, Lewis was offered a competitive summer had just moved into the fraternity house where he expected to internship he had worked hard to get – for Summer 2022. Third live with Lewis. Smith-Salzberg, AEPi’s vice president, will now year internships usually lead to job offers. become its president. “Max had just gotten his offer and then was able to let loose The hospital was on lockdown, as it often is, to prevent anyone after being stressed during the process,” said Ari Ezra, who with a gun from entering, so the friends could not enter to visit intended to share an apartment in the frat house with Lewis. Lewis. They waited outside for hours, hoping for news of their Ezra, also 20, is currently in Israel with another AEPi brother friend. At about 2 a.m., one of the AEPi brothers spoke with working in internships in Tel Aviv through Onward Israel. They Lewis’s mother, Dr. Rebecca Rivkin, and learned that he was out plan to watch the livestream of Lewis’ funeral. Max Solomon Lewis, 20, killed by stray bullet in Chicago 9 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM “Max was very driven, always,” said Noah Kaye, another one of from his summer internship in downtown Chicago. The shooting Lewis’ frat brothers and best friends. In addition to being AEPi’s took place at about 7 p.m. on July 1, while the train was stopped president, Lewis was director of operations for student at the 51st Street/Washington Park Station. investment firm Promontory. He also studied at UChicago’s More than 1,600 people have been shot in Chicago so far this Chabad in its Sinai Scholars program. year. Over the July 4 holiday weekend, 100 people were hit by With Lewis, “no matter what type of conversation it was, it was gunfire, 18 of them fatally, according to the Chicago Police a good time,” said Kaye.“He was one of the funniest people I Department. knew, but not intentionally. He was very stream-of- Lewis’ best friends, 20-year-old young men, are all stunned and consciousness. No matter what he was saying he would always said they feel helpless. One noted that if he had been sitting a make people laugh and smile and be happy, sometimes at his few inches to the right or left, he would not have been killed. own expense. It’s one of the reasons everyone loved him so much.” Kaye, a political science major, is frustrated by the “structural barriers” to true gun control. “First something needs to be done “He came to my apartment last year, stopped by for 20 minutes about the NRA and people like [Senate Minority Leader] Mitch to relax and then would run back. He would always run, even if McConnell. I don’t know what I could do to change things.” it was two blocks. He would say he did because it was more efficient,” said Ezra. Kaye said that Lewis “was so present in our lives. We joined our frat at the same time, were together since the second week of Lewis was also rigorous about his health, frequently eating just school. We ate together twice a day. It’s everything. I don’t chicken breast and brussels sprouts for dinner, and giving up know what it will be like being at school without him,” Kaye gluten after getting a skin rash last year, Ezra said. said. “For me it goes between moments of feeling like it isn’t Each year the extended Rivkin family gathers to remember real and moments of breaking down and crying.” Lewis’ grandmother, Marsha Rivkin, who died of ovarian cancer “Once I go back to Chicago it will fully set in. It feels in 1993, and raise money for research into the disease by devastating. It was just so random and unlikely and unlucky,” holding a race. When he was just 10 years old, Lewis ran with said Ezra. the adult men in a 5K, placing third. He always finished in a top spot after that, recalled Jessica Rivkin, another of his aunts, in a “Max’s death doesn’t feel real,” said Smith-Salzberg. “It’s just phone interview. And he would happily go on off-the-grid eight- shocking.” day hiking trips with his family around Denver, said Melissa Rivkin. – Debra Nussbaum Cohen is an award-winning journalist who covers Last Friday night, Lewis’ parents, brother and aunts joined AEPi philanthropy, religion, gender and other contemporary issues. Her work members for Shabbat dinner at the UChicago Chabad. Hillel has been published in The New York Times, Wall Street Journal and New Rabbi Anna Levine joined them. Sunday night, the family went York magazine, among many other publications. She authored the book to the frat house and spent time with Lewis’ fraternity brothers, “Celebrating Your New Jewish Daughter: Creating Jewish Ways to hearing stories about him. Welcome Baby Girls into the Covenant.” “His mom really wants the funeral to be positive and remembering great things about Max, and not being sad about what could have been,” said Smith-Salzberg Rebecca Rivkin was not available for an interview while she and Create a Future for her family drove back to Denver from Chicago. Courageous Jewish Lewis is survived by his parents, Dr. Rebecca Rivkin and Mark Lewis, and a 16-year-old brother, Eli, as well as his Journalism grandparents and many cousins in his tight-knit extended family, said aunt Melissa Rivkin. To donate online visit Forward.com/donate Chicago news reports say that police have not identified the shooter, though have indicated that they do not believe that Lewis was the intended target. To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 Lewis was riding the CTA Green Line train on his way home Max Solomon Lewis, 20, killed by stray bullet in Chicago 10 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News When the banks say ‘no,’ Israelis in need turn to a growing nonprofit option By Michele Chabin In the weeks leading up to Purim 2020, Evyatar Cohen built up While interest-free loans are every borrower’s dream, IFLA his inventory at the Kos Shel Bracha Wine Shop, his Jerusalem officials a few years ago began looking for a way to increase the liquor store. Then COVID-19 hit. Many Israelis canceled Purim amount of capital they could lend and the impact they could celebrations and by Passover, Israel was under a strict have. This meant adopting a new corporate blueprint and nationwide lock down. looking beyond its traditional donor pool. Although the wine shop was technically open under the Israeli “The classic model of philanthropy based on donations from government’s food-and-drink store exemption, “people weren’t overseas isn’t sustainable,” for Israeli nonprofits, said David on the streets, weren’t allowed to throw simchas, and were Angel, Ogen’s vice president of partnerships. “Organizations nervous about finances, so not splurging on wine, even for need to modernize and diversify.” The diaspora Jews who have Friday night dinner,” Cohen, a father of four, told the Forward. traditionally supported Israeli causes with all their heart are aging, and their children and grandchildren cannot be counted With sales plummeting, the wine merchant grew worried. How on to continue that support, he said. would he pay his suppliers for the inventory he couldn’t sell, and repay the money he’d borrowed from the bank to start his In 2016, IFLA hired Sagi Balasha, a former economist at the business? finance ministry, to be its CEO and restructure the organization. IFLA became known as the Ogen Group (in Hebrew, Ogen To improve his cash flow, Cohen applied for the government’s means “anchor”). COVID assistance, but was promptly denied. Local banks, overwhelmed by requests, were skittish about extending credit. The newly branded Ogen Group continued to offer interest-free loans, and in January 2020, established a social loan fund: a “It was a bureaucratic nightmare,” Cohen said of his efforts to public benefit company (PBC) funded by donors and impact secure financing. “It took a month to complete the paperwork investors from Israel and abroad. It provides low-interest loans and just a day to receive a rejection.” to small businesses and nonprofits organizations. When a financial adviser at MATI, a business development The timing couldn’t have been more auspicious. center, suggested he apply to the Ogen Group for a low-interest loan, he figured he had nothing to lose. By March 15, we understood that we would be very busy,” Balasha said of Israel’s first wave of COVID. “For-profit lenders Following a thorough vetting process that assessed Cohen’s pulled back while small businesses, nonprofits and individuals ability to run his business efficiently and repay a loan, Ogen faced unprecedented challenges. We also understood that our provided Cohen with a 5-year loan at 3% interest that he repays old model couldn’t meet the challenge.” on a monthly basis. The social loan fund has enabled Ogen to receive funds via “There was even a grace period,” Cohen said, still grateful more “investments” – socially driven loans provided by than a year later. “These terms have made it really easy to philanthropists, foundations and investment funds, among repay the loan.” others. Their money is utilized as a social safety net, then Formerly known as the Israel Free Loan Association, the Ogen returned, plus a small amount of interest. Group calls itself a nonprofit “social lending enterprise,” and If you ask someone to lend $1 million with modest interest as works much like the Hebrew free loan associations in the U.S. It opposed to donating $1 million, “it’s easier to raise capital,” distributes interest-free loans to Israeli families and individuals, Angel explained. “It gives us access to nontraditional and low-interest loans to small businesses and nonprofit philanthropic resources.” organizations. The COVID crisis necessitated another workaround. Instead of Founded by the late Eliezer Jaffe in 1990, IFLA operated under requiring borrowers to find guarantors, Ogen asked the the halachic principle prescribed by the Torah: that a lender philanthropic community to serve as guarantors, in case must not charge interest. Once repaid, the loans are recycled to struggling borrowers defaulted. new borrowers. “We received a huge amount of help from philanthropists in When the banks say ‘no,’ Israelis in need turn to a growing nonprofit option 11 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM “We received a huge amount of help from philanthropists in News Israel and abroad,” Balasha said. “Those donors were our mitigation cushion. They allowed us to provide riskier loans” to ‘From Torah heists to borrowers reeling from COVID losses. Looking toward the future, Ogen hopes to create a social bank hurricane-proof scrolls, that will be able to borrow from the Bank of Israel. The more capital Ogen can access, the more loans it can provide, synagogues encounter bumps Balasha said. on way to Torah ownership Through these new funding models, Ogen has been able to By Stewart Ain lend roughly $1 million per week during the pandemic. Despite the COVID crisis, it managed to loan about $50 million in 2020, compared to about $20 million in 2019. For the past nine years, Rabbi Mitchell Nesenoff has been asking synagogues if they would donate one of their Torahs to Ogen isn’t the answer for every needy Israeli. him for use in his congregation, Temple Adat Yisrael in Lagos, It turns down about 50 percent of the loan applications it Nigeria. None agreed. receives “because [the applicants] wouldn’t be able to repay the loans, which would just get them into a bigger hole,” Angel “When you represent a synagogue in Nigeria, people don’t said. believe you,” he said. “Nigeria has a terrible reputation because of all the fake emails.” However, if the organization believes applicants have potential, Ogen provides them with a coach in the hope that Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Nesenoff, a full-time resident they will get on their feet, or qualify for a loan in the future. of Dix Hills, L.I., had flown to Lagos as many as 15 times a year “While a loan can be life-changing, it can also be damaging,” to serve as spiritual leader of his congregation’s 50 families. Angel said. The congregation has been using a two-foot tall $25 Torah Many of the applicants who do get approved receive printed on paper. Until he arrived, the congregants believed it mentoring through Ogen-Keren-Shemesh, a network of 1,000 was a real Torah. senior Israeli business leaders who volunteer their services to borrowers. “I have done 15 Zoom presentations about my Nigeria congregation in which I asked anyone who has Jewish items Debbie Gross, director of Tahel, the Crisis Center for Religious they are not using to please send them to me for my Women and Children in Jerusalem, says the mentoring she received was “invaluable.” congregation,” he said. “And when they ask what I need, I tell them a Torah.” “Ogen provided me with two mentors. The first really helped me develop a project-based budget, and instructed me on how Recently, a “friend of a friend” connected Nesenoff with to keep up staff morale. Another mentor helped the someone in Maryland who had a Torah in his home that was organization publicize its services and online lectures. It was not being used. He donated it to Nesenoff, who is now extremely helpful,” she said. preparing the Torah for shipment to Lagos. Due to the pandemic, Gross had to lay off three of the center’s nine employees and put an additional three on temporary Temple Adat Yisrael and other congregations across the world unpaid leave. are often at the mercy of the marketplace when searching for a Torah. The scrolls can cost in the tens of thousands of The loan, which Tahel has since repaid, “helped us until we could reorganize and raise money. It really saved us,” Gross dollars and, unless a generous donor steps up to the plate, said. they can be at a loss. – Conversely, many synagogues in the United States have an Author Michele Chabin excess number of Torahs accumulated either from donations or mergers with other synagogues. Sometimes a synagogue will sell one of its Torahs to get money to cover a budget shortfall. It can advertise it in online marketplaces like Sofer on Site to connect it to a synagogue looking to buy a Torah. SUPPORT INDEPENDENT, Prices for used Torahs range from $9,000 to more than $40,000. JEWISH JOURNALISM. Sofer on Site also has scribes who write new Torahs for VISIT FORW ARD. C OM / DONAT E purchase. There are 304,805 letters in the Torah and it takes When the banks say ‘no,’ Israelis in need turn to a growing nonprofit option 12 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM about a year to write one, according to Aaron Zaks, a scribe at He said the congregation plans to donate one of its infrequently Sofer on Site, who said it is “preferable that one scribe writes used Torahs to a new synagogue in the Philippines.He noted the Torah from beginning to end. A new Torah today can run that the congregation takes special precautions with the Torahs from $30,000 to $60,000, depending on how beautiful the in the event of hurricane warnings. Each is wrapped in plastic writing is and who the scribe is.” bags that are then put into plastic bins and placed in an inner room that is far from any outside wall. The lighter and finer the parchment, the less it weighs and the more expensive it costs. A 17.75-inch to 19-inch Torah (the Steinhardt said that many years ago he developed a greater standard size) should weigh no more than 10 pounds, according appreciation for the Torah after a non-Jewish woman saw one to Sofer on Site. It also encourages synagogues to have their for the first time and remarked how “precious” it is to her and Torahs regularly examined by a scribe because they deteriorate that she understands “why the Jewish people have survived. over time and can become hard to read. And the cost of making The intention, care and writing of the Torah scroll touches my extensive repairs is substantial. heart.” And more recently, an elderly Islamic woman looked at the Torah and told him, “I know it is the word of God, and we all In addition, it offers appraisals of a Torah at the current market share the same God.” value and stresses the importance of insuring each Torah “with ample coverage against theft, water or fire damage or loss.” The new Torah is expected to be dedicated between Purim and Passover next year. In the meantime, “we have created a whole ‘It was a real cloak and dagger situation’ structure that involves education not just about the writing of a Torah but special Torah classes, moments of celebration and to A series of Torah thefts in New York in the early 1980s – 200 give thanks to God for our survival.” were stolen in one year alone – prompted the New York City Police Department to suggest to the Jewish Community “Our community survived because of Torah and the lessons of Relations Council of New York that it register all Torahs to cut Torah,” he added. down on theft. – “From 1994-95 there were 14 Torah thefts and we announced a Stewart Ain, an award-winning veteran journalist, covers the Jewish Torah registry,” recalled David Pollock, the JCRC’s associate community. executive director. At about the same time, a man was caught breaking into hotel rooms. During questioning by police, he confessed to have stolen 14 Torahs and led them to his fence, who agreed to help Create a Future for recover the Torahs for a reduced sentence. Courageous Jewish Journalism “It was a real cloak and dagger situation,” Pollock recalled. “I The Forward is the most significant Jewish had Torahs being dropped off on street corners. I got 10 back. voice in American journalism. Our outstanding Then we found out that the majority of the stolen Torahs were reporting on cultural, social, and political issues registered but that none of the ones returned were registered. inspires readers of all ages and animates conversation Someone tried to pull a switcheroo. The fence was rearrested. across generations. Your support enables our We finally got back one of the stolen Torahs after long critical work and contributes to a vibrant, negotiations.” They found the Torah halfway around the world, connected global Jewish community. in Israel. The Forward is a nonprofit association and is Hurricane-proof Torahs in Florida supported by the contributions of its readers. B’nai Congregation in Boca Raton, Fla., recently commissioned a scribe to write a new Torah to mark the end of the pandemic, To donate online visit the return to the synagogue and to honor and remember those Forward.com/donate lost to COVID-19. Although the congregation has many Torahs, most are too To donate by phone, call fragile or heavy to use on a regular basis. David Steinhardt, its senior rabbi, said about a half-dozen are used regularly for the Call 212-453-9454 simultaneous services held in different parts of the synagogue. ‘From Torah heists to hurricane-proof scrolls, synagogues encounter bumps on way to Torah ownership 13 
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